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Thesis Abstract
The purpose of this study was to see the affects on student interest and knowledge
through my teacher travel experiences and with integrated social studies units on
Spain and Australia. Research for this study was conducted in a second grade
classroom with twenty students. For two months the students were exposed to
teacher stories of travel and artifacts from Spain and Australia, listened to books and
saw pictures of cultural events, and participated in discussions and activities relating
to the units. Students were given a survey prior to and at the conclusion of the study,
which was used as a measurement of their interest and knowledge. Throughout the
unit student work was collected, notes of class discussions taken, and teacher
observations recorded. Data was analyzed by two different three-point rubrics that
measured student interest and knowledge at the end of the units. All the students
showed an increased interest and knowledge as shown through the rubrics and teacher
observations. The children were actively engaged in discussions and lessons
throughout the units. It was concluded that my teacher travel experiences and realia
made a positive impact on the students.
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I. Introduction
Statement of Purpose
As a lifelong lover of travel and learning about other countries and their
people, I especially enjoy teaching my second graders about geography and the
traditions and culture in other countries. Whenever I return from a trip, my students
love to hear about all the details and see the pictures I bring back. My excitement
about a place I've visited transfers to the children, who ask me questions like, "Where
is it located?" and "What kinds of animals live there?" After we discuss my
experience, they usually end up wanting to go visit that place.
In the past few years I have had some very unique travel adventures. One
recent summer I participated in a Spanish "immersion" program in Spain. I lived
with a Spanish host family for a month, while taking Spanish language and culture
classes at a local university or "universidad". After the courses were complete, I
traveled around Spain and Portugal for another two weeks. Later I had the
opportunity to visit Australia and stay with local Australian friends for two weeks in
Sydney and then visited the Great Barrier Reef. These were wonderful experiences
that changed me by widening my concept of the world and the people in it.
I want to travel all over the world to learn more about its people and cultures.
I want to instill in my students this desire to learn more about the world's people and
cultures. As I have learned to appreciate other cultures and their differences, I want
my students to learn to be open and accepting of other people, and to appreciate their
uniqueness. This may be accomplished not only through the experience of travel, but
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also by discovering that there is a wealth of knowledge available without even
leaving our school. Knowledge and experience are both powerful learning tools, so I
plan to incorporate both in this study. I will try to share my travel experiences with
my students, while introducing them to the vast availability of resources at their
fingertips.

Research Question and Sub questions

Question: Will students be positively affected by learning about their teacher's and
other student's travel experiences? Does an in-depth integrated social studies unit help
meet the objectives of the study?
1. What experiences/realia about my travels seem to be most interesting to
second grade students?
2. In what manner does the California Social Studies Standards and my local
district's standards support this research study?
3. What curricular areas will be covered in the study?
4. How can I make student's learning more authentic?
5. How can I assess the knowledge learned and judge their interest level

throughout the unit?
6. What elements of the study have the greatest impact on students reaching the
objectives of the study? (Teacher's travels, personal travel, text and other
school resources, or realia from the area studied.)
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Definition of Terms

1. Active Participation: When students are engaged in the learning process through
projects and cooperative learning.
2. Assess/Assessment: The evaluation or testing of knowledge learned.
3. Authentic Learning: Learning that is based on personal experience and real life.
4. Cooperative Learning: When students work together in small groups to complete
an assignment or project.
5. Curricular/Curriculum: Subjects and lessons to be taught in a particular grade
level.
6. Inquiry: Learning based on raising questions and directing students to build an
interest in a particular topic.
7. Integrated Unit: A unit of study on a particular topic that covers various areas of
the curriculum that may include reading, writing, math, art, or social studies.
8. Interdisciplinary Studies: Similar to integrated units in which a social studies unit
may cross over and include art, music, writing, etc.
9. Limited English: Students who have English as their second language and speak it
in a non-fluent way.
10. NCSS: The National Council for Social Studies.
11. Realia: Artifacts or real objects from the country studied used to enhance
learning.
12. Rubric: Descriptors used to indicate a level of academic performance.
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13. Standards: Descriptors to indicating concepts to be taught for that year as
determined by the state or school district
14. Student Centered: Instruction that encourages the child to be actively engaged in
learning.

TI. Theoretical Framework

Interdisciplinary Learning

The use of social studies textbooks to teach the school curriculum in isolation
from other materials is the common way to instruct at many schools, and was the
method I used to teach social studies as a beginning teacher. Through my eight years
of experience teaching grades K-2, I have learned that integrating various curriculum
across subject areas provides a more in-depth and interesting learning experience.
Students often become bored using just the social studies textbook. However when
social studies content is integrated in with art, music, math, or writing, student
interest levels soar.
This way of thinking started in the mid-1900s with the philosopher/educator
John Dewey. He argued that "the structure of the traditional disciplines should not
dictate curriculum." Rather,"schoollearning should be experiential, focus on realworld problem solving, and allow individual interests to cross or even traditional
subject boundaries" (Conceptual Foundation 2003).
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Jacobs (1989) suggests that there are three reasons why curriculwn should be
integrated--growth of knowledge, fragmented schedules, and relevance of curriculwn.
The growth of knowledge includes impacted curriculwn or not enough time to teach
all the curriculwn required, state mandated units of study, and the adding to the
curriculwn every year based on current social problems. Fragmented schedules often
make it difficult for teachers to instruct students for a prolonged periods of time due
to short instructional periods. Lastly, the "relevance of curriculwn" is a need to show
students how subject areas influence their lives in a connected way. As stated by
Binko (1996), "by integrating geographic concepts and principles into their
instruction, teachers of other disciplines can help students recognize the
interrelatedness of knowledge, thus enhancing student learning of the discipline as
well as supporting geographic literacy."
According to a study through the National Council of Social Studies ( 1994),
" ... this type of instruction may lead to questions about real life", like what people like
to eat in Spain compared to what we eat in the U.S. In the mid-1990s, Beane
advocated strongly for an integrative approach. He stated, "The theory behind this
approach is that authentic and significant learning occurs as new experiences are
integrated into our scheme of meanings in such a way that those meanings are
expanded and extended" (Conceptual Foundation 2003).
Overall, the literature suggests that participation in an interdisciplinary or
integrated curriculwn is associated with positive changes in student achievement,
behaviors, and attitudes. Educational experiences are more authentic and of greater
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value to students when the curricula reflect real life, which is multifaceted--rather
than being compartmentalized into neat subject -matter packages (NCTE 2003). Such
an instructional process should also be responsive to children's curiosity and
questions about real life and can result in more productive learning and positive
attitudes toward school and teacher. Students with a wealth of interdisciplinary
learning will become astute in creating knowledge that is of personal significance
(Conceptual Foundation 2003).

Best Practice In Social Studies
In developing an integrated unit of study in social studies, there are several
teaching strategies that may provide good instruction. Zemelman (1998) suggests the
following best practices for teaching social studies:
•

Investigate topics in depth--There is a huge amount of information to teach about
in the social studies curriculum, although usually not enough time to teach it in.
When a teacher tries to instruct a wide range of knowledge in a short amount of
time, the concepts are often watered down and not studied long enough for any
learning to take place. Zemelman says that to study a topic in depth, the teacher
should use multiple sources of books, documents and artifacts to a supplement the
textbook. Brandsford (2000) agrees that teachers must teach subject matter in
depth, providing many examples and factual knowledge.

•

Exercise choice and responsibility of the students by allowing them to choose
their own topics for inquiry-In order for students to be actively engaged in their
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learning, and learn how to work cooperatively in a group, children should be
given some choice in what they study.
•

Explore using classroom questions that challenge students' thinking--Instead of
asking questions related to what students read in the textbook, teachers should ask
more difficult questions that interest and challenge student's thinking.

•

Have active participation in the classroom-This concept is based on an active
constructivist approach that suggests students should actively process curriculum
by relating it to what they already know about the topic. This type of learning
involves conceptual change in which students discover that some of their beliefs
are inaccurate and need to be modified. Some ways to achieve active
participation are to use a variety of materials, field trips, collaborative learning,
and increasing individual responsibility for learning.

•

Use both independent inquiry and cooperative learning--Encourage students to
use inquiry learning to choose what they want to learn about and ask the questions
they want answered. This puts children in control of their learning and in
selecting the direction of the topic will go in. Cooperative learning goes hand and
hand with inquiry. According to theorists such as Piaget and Vygotsky, social
interaction between peers who bring different perspectives to bear upon a problem
is a highly effective means of inducing cognitive development (Moll, 1990).

•

Build on prior student knowledge--People construct new knowledge and
understandings based on what they already know (Brandsford, 2000). Teachers
call this scaffolding, or building onto prior knowledge. Children bring to school a
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wide range of prior knowledge they have picked up from their families, traveling,
T.V., computers, and other children. By tapping into the background knowledge,
students are instantly relating to the subject matter because it has become personal
for them (Zemelman, 1998).
•

Explore a variety of cultures--As stated above, children are more engaged in their
learning when they can relate to a topic through a personal experience.

•

Have the evaluation reflect the student's thinking--To evaluate the learning that
occurs throughout a unit, useful assessments should show the student's thought
process.

Around the World Unit
Elementary teachers have developed many other units that describe world
cultures using integrated curriculum. My unit compares an ''Around the World" unit
for primary elementary grades with a theme of "people and cultures from around the
globe", including the diverse cultures living within the U.S. (Scholastic Inc. 2002).
In my social studies unit, students are to discover ways in which people around the
world are similar and different. I compared this unit from the National Social Studies
Standards and a few lessons that were similar to my own lessons. Some of the
elements that were similar to my lessons included "games around the world", "the
customs", and "language of Spanish speaking countries", "writing in another
language", and "reading books, stories, and mini-books about other countries".
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The duplication of elements from this commercially produced unit reinforced
my view that children are often fascinated by other cultures, and that early childhood
is a good time to begin informing students about their own cultures and those of
others. Exposing children to other cultures and ways of life at a young age can help
them internalize the concept that "different" does not equal "bad".
I also compared two "teacher created" units on Poland and the Middle East
(Hume 1998) to my unit. Similarities to my unit included that they had lessons on
history, culture, and geography, with the addition oflessons on legends and folktales.
Stories and informative articles were included after each lesson instead of providing a
book list to learn about the countries. Both of these units did not use interdisciplinary
learning like my unit and the lessons were not standards based. No standards were
cited in the lessons on Poland and the Middle East.

m.

Methodology

Setting/Sample

Research for this study was conducted in a second grade classroom in an
upper--middle class neighborhood in the Poway Unified School District in San Diego
County. (There are 21 elementary schools, 5 middle schools (6-8) and 4 high schools
in the district that serve approximately 32,532 students.) Most of the students
enrolled in this district, 67.8%, are Caucasian. The remaining 32.2% is made up of
Asian (10.3%), Filipino (6.9%), Hispanic (8.8%) and African American (3%)
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ethnicities. English is the predominate language spoken by the students in this school
district.
The school site for this research project is a nationally recognized "Blue
Ribbon" school. The location of the school is in a mid to upper class suburb in
northern San Diego, California. The school has a student population of 450 students
representing many backgrounds. While most of the children are Caucasian, there are
13 different ethnicities represented throughout the school.
The second grade class population used in my study consisted of 13 Caucasian
children, 2 Asian, 2 African American children, 1 Israeli, and 1 Hispanic child. The
primary language spoken by all of the children was English. There were no Limited
English or Non-English speaking children. The children in this study were aged 7
and 8 years old. There were 10 boys and 9 girls out of nineteen children. The class is
an equal mix of high, middle and low academic levels. For the purpose of this
project, all nineteen students in my class were included in the research study.

Data Collection

The study took place over a two-month period of time. For the purpose of this
study, I taught units on Europe (Spain) and Australia and collected data for those
units only. The first continent studied was Europe, with an emphasis on Spain. Data
collected and analyzed included pre and post surveys, notes of class discussions and
student comments, writing samples, field notes and teacher observations of attitudes
and knowledge.
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Before teaching about the two countries of Spain and Australia, I administered
a written survey to assess the prior student knowledge of those two countries. On the
pre-teaching survey students were asked to explain what a country and a continent
were, what countries they had traveled to, and to write about their current knowledge
of Europe, Spain and Australia. A post survey at the end of the unit asked the same
questions with the addition of two concepts discussed during the units--defining
culture, and explaining how people in the world are different and how they are the
same.
To document the positive impact of this unit, class discussions about a topic
were either listed on a chart, graphed or clustered together and saved for later
analysis. Some of the discussions and work collected included topics such as:
•

Where our ancestors are from: Graph of the continents where student's ancestors
were from. (p. 20)

•

Examples of Australian culture? Words listed on a chart (p. 19)

•

Examples of Spanish culture? Words listed on a chart (p. 19)

•

How are people from around the world alike and different? Make a T -graph
(p. 24)
Writing samples were also collected for data analysis. The topics collected
were:

•

A country/place you traveled to and what you learned about it (App. B)

•

Factual sentences about Spain using Spanish word lists (App. B)
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•

"If you could go on a vacation to any country or place in the world, where would
you go?" (App. B)

•

Spanish conversations with Spanish phrases (App. B)

•

Creative Writing Story about the Australian coral reef (App. B)
Lastly, student observations were conducted with written field notes

throughout the study to check for student attitudes, interest and levels, and general
knowledge of the topics discussed.

Data Analysis
To analyze data collected from pre and post surveys, lessons, and teacher
observations I created two 3-point rubrics. These rubrics measured knowledge
learned and interest levels of students.
3

High knowledge

2

Average knowledge
Low knowledge

Figure 4. Knowledge Learned Rubric
Descriptors for each knowledge rubric score are as follows:
3--The student exhibits excellent knowledge and understanding of unit concepts
taught
2--The student exhibits an adequate amount of knowledge of the unit concepts taught
1--The student exhibits a limited amount of knowledge of the unit concepts taught
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3

High interest

2

Average interest

1

Low interest

Figure 5. Interest Level Rubric
Descriptors for each interest level rubric score are as follows:
3--The student exhibits a high interest in the concepts taught
2--The student exhibits a moderate level of interest in concepts taught
1--The student exhibits a minimal amount of interest in concepts taught
The student surveys were formally assessed by giving each a rubric score of
1-3 according to the above descriptors. Then the knowledge difference was
compared between the pre and post-surveys. By looking at the teacher observation
notes to ascertain interest level about the survey questions, the surveys were
informally assessed and analyzed. During the discussions about the survey questions
such as "What is culture?", "What is a continent and a country?", "What do you know
about Spain and Australia?", "How are people the same and different?" There was
very little discussion when the pre-survey was administered. I did ask the children if
any had been to Spain or Australia during this time, but none had been to either
country. However, when the post-survey was given near the end ofthe unit, lots of
exciting discussion occurred showing the knowledge and interest I had hoped to
transfer to my students. One girl commented, "I like the animals from Australia,
especially the kangaroo. Can we write about the animals there?" Another child, a
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boy, stated, "Australia is a continent and a country!" feeling very proud that he had
figured that out.
Some lessons were given a rubric score for knowledge learned and interest
level. Some of these included:
•

the first assignment of a sentence and picture about a place the student had
traveled to

•

the Spanish language conversation

•

the factual sentences about Spain

•

the class culture word lists on Spain and Australia

•

the creative writing story about an Australian coral reef

•

where the student would go if he/she could vacation anywhere.

•

the graph on student ancestors

These assignments helped me to evaluate the student's prior knowledge about travel
so that I could build on that knowledge. They also allowed me to discover where
their interests lie, and to see the knowledge gained throughout the unit. The sentence
and picture on a place you had traveled to assignment showed me what each child had
experienced with travel, which served as a "jumping off point" to start the unit.
The graph of where student ancestors where from by continent was a great
lesson to promote interest in this unit. It allowed students to become personally
involved in learning about different countries, because they discovered that each of
their families was originally from a place other than America. One student said, "But
my family is from America", which was the view of many students until I explained
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that most Americans were from another continent. Then I told them to go home and
ask their parents which continent they were from. The next day the children came to
school with the realization that their family was not from America. This came as
quite a shock to a few students.

IV. Project Curriculum
Social Studies Standards and Curriculum
To narrow my concepts of study, the second grade social studies
standards for my school district (PUSD, 1999) were investigated. The standards that
apply to this unit of study are cultural literacy, geographic literacy, and historical
understanding. These standards have been integrated throughout the unit of study,
and many lessons focus on multiple standards. The following sections explain each
standard more fully.
The cultural literacy standard 2.0 is to identify and respect different values,
ideas, and beliefs. This was taught and discussed throughout the units on Spain and
Australia. We discussed what culture was by first defining it as the arts, beliefs, and
customs that make up a way of life for a group of people. Then we talked about how
the U.S. has multiple cultures within it because so many people from different
countries moved here, bringing their cultures and beliefs with them. An explanation
was suggested that although people from around the world may have different beliefs
and ideas than we do, it does not mean their beliefs are wrong. Each country has a
different, distinct culture that characterizes that place and makes it unique. After
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learning about each country in the unit, we brainstonned examples of culture words
on a chart for Spain and Australia from lessons# 6 and #12.
Culture of Spain

Culture of Australia

Flamenco dance

sea animals

Cold soup, tapas

didgerido (instrument)

Siestas

vegemite (food)

Bull fighting

body painting

Running of the bulls

Aboriqine

Spanish language

sheep stations

Big buildings (architecture)

language (vocabulary and accent)

Castenets (instruments)

Great Barrior Reef

Sports (soccer)

swimming, snorkeling, scuba diving

Fiestas, festivals, floats
Plaza
Figure 1. Student's list of culture words
Geographic literacy standard 3.0 is applying map skills and locating people,
places, and environments. Lessons taught that applied to this standard included
finding the seven continents on a map and searching for Spain, and using individual
maps of Spain and Australia to discuss the different regions or territories and compare
them to an U.S. map as in lesson #1 and #7. We also used the maps to discuss
climate, communities, and the main cities within each country.
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Furthermore, standard 3.3 states the students should locate on a map where
ancestors and families live in the world. As a class, we did this by graphing the
student's ancestors on a world map based on their ancestors' continent of origin.
Figure 2 displays the results of that graph :

Our Ancestors
Continent

Ancestors

Africa

1

Asia

4

North America

2

South America

0

Europe

10

Australia

1

Not Sure

2

Figure 2. Students' continent of origin
The graphing lesson assisted students in synthesizing the information in the
lesson about culture. As the class completed the graphing lesson (#6), the students
deduced during a discussion that most of our ancestors came to the U.S. from other
countries. We discovered that a diverse group of people live in the U.S. The students
concluded that each group brought their culture and customs with them. For instance,
one student shared that his family customarily eats with chopsticks; this is a custom
that is still used today and many Americans have shared it. The students learned that
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a benefit to having diverse cultures is we can choose from many types of ethnic food
to eat in restaurants and share customs like using chopsticks. Locally we can also
experience other cultures' celebrations. For example, Cinco de Mayo is a Mexican
holiday celebrated in San Diego in which we can participate and experience the
dancing, music, food, clothing, and pinatas.
We also looked for the seven continents on a world map and located Europe,
Spain, and Australia. Smaller country maps were copied off for each student to see
the regions and communities of Spain, and the territories of Australia (lessons # 1 and
#7). These divisions within the countries/continents were compared to the states in
America. Each region of Spain or territory of Australia is like a state in America.
Andalucia in the south of Spain is like Texas, and Queensland in the east of Australia
is like California.
The final standard considered, historical understanding 6.0, is the ability to
apply language arts literacy skills when making connections. This relates to the
integration of social sciences and language arts. Areas to focus lessons on are in
reading, writing, vocabulary, clustering or word webs, and reference sources. This
standard encompasses the following standards 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4.
Standard 6.1 is to learn and use historical vocabulary encountered through
reading. For instance, this relates to my unit when the children read a chapter in their
social studies book. They read about people of the world and their different festivals.
From this chapter, students learned new vocabulary words like culture, customs, and
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artifacts (lesson #6). Each vocabulary word was discussed in more depth and
revisited throughout the unit.
The next historical understanding standard, 6.2, is to restate facts and details
to clarifY, cluster, and classifY historical information. The teaching strategy I used
was clustering and then listing the Spanish and Australian culture information we
discussed as a whole class onto charts (lessons # 1 and #7). This information came
from non-fiction books--listed on page 24--I read to the class about each place. After
listing words, discussing each, and reading them out-loud, students could refer to the
lists throughout the unit. New vocabulary from the charts was used in student writing
in later assignments.
Standard 6.3 is to use reference sources and tools to gather, organize and
interpret information. In this study, the children learned how to use an atlas by
looking up geographical and cultural facts about Spain and Australia (lessons #1 , #6,
#7 and #12). Maps of the world helped students locate each place and compare
country sizes. Lastly, a dictionary helped us understand word meanings, like culture
and customs.
Finally, the last standard 6.4 says to write narratives and friendly letters to
explain or demonstrate understanding of historical information. One of the writing
assignments was to write a factual story about where students would like to travel to
in the world. Children wrote about where they would like to go, why, and what they
would do there (App. B). This story came at the end of the unit so that the children
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would have some prior knowledge through examples of places, and experiences
through reading books about different countries.
After covering the district standards, the next area addressed is the state
standards. There are ten thematic strands in social studies that are national curricular
standards as listed by the National Council for Social Studies (NCSS, 1994). These
strands include:

•

Culture

•

People, Places, and Environment

•

Time, Continuity, and Change Individual Development and Identity

•

Power, Authority, and Governance

•

Production, Distribution, and Consumption

•

Science, Technology, and Society

•

Global Connections

Two of these strands-- culture, and people, places and environments-- relate to my
unit of study. The culture standard correlates to my unit because we studied about the
beliefs and traditions of both the Spanish and Australian people. By discussing how
culture and people are alike and different, students learn that there are similarities and
differences in systems of beliefs, knowledge, values, and traditions, and that each
system is unique (www.NCSS.org/standards/2.1 .html). Young children are interacting with
students who are like themselves or different, so they may be curious about others.
This curiosity can naturally lead to a discussion about people from other countries.
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The cultures of people worldwide were discussed after learning about Spanish and
Australian culture. Toward the end of the unit, we made a list of the ways that people
from around the world are alike and different (lessons #6 and #12). These are the
ideas the children verbalized after learning about the people of Spain and Australia:

Alike

Different

Human(people)

Clothes

Bodies

Languages, accents

Some people are nice and some are mean.

Painting bodies

Some wear glasses and some don't.

"School on the air" (Radio schools)

Can get sick, but some people are healthy

Skin color, hair color

Celebrations, holidays

Religious beliefs

Have music, dance, play instruments

Types of dance, music, and instruments

Feelings

Types of holidays, celebrations
. .

Figure 3. Similantles and differences of people around the world .
The second national standard that relates to my research is people, places and
environment. This area of social studies focuses on geographic concepts and skills.
Some geographic concepts came from using maps and a globe used to show where
continents and countries are located in the world. The children became more
involved with the use of maps by using their personal experiences of places they had
traveled to. With this background knowledge, they were able to locate places on
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maps, and discuss where their ancestors were from in the world. Maps of Spain and
Australia were distributed to investigate the different sections within the countries
(lessons# 1 and #7). Names of regions, communities, territories as well as climate
conditions, mountain ranges, deserts, and oceans were investigated and compared to
the United States.

Introducing the Unit
Before beginning this unit, I outlined some goals that I hoped to accomplish.
One of those goals was to insure that students learn about cultures from other
countries. The second goal was that children should gain an appreciation of other
cultures. Third, I wanted students to develop an interest and curiosity towards the
world, its people, and traveling. By finding out more information through nonfiction books, maps, the social studies textbook, and teacher travel experiences, the
children may acquire this interest in the world. The final goal was to help students
realize that although people have different cultures and beliefs, they also have many
similarities that make us all human.
My project focused on two of the seven continents we study during the year.
Within each continent, one country was chosen to develop an integrated unit. The
continents and countries to study were Europe, specifically Spain, and Australia.
These countries were used for this unit because they fall under the district standards
of teaching about the seven continents, and culture, and were places I visited. The
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curricula focus for each continent/country will include study of geography, social
studies/culture, reading and vocabulary, writing, math and art.
To introduce my unit of "The World Around Us," and to activate prior
knowledge of countries around the world, I asked my students to draw a picture and
write a sentence about where they had traveled. I showed them an example of a
picture I drew about Spain. Then the names of different places the children had
visited were written on the board. Each child chose a country to draw a picture of and
write a sentence about. The pictures were shared in front of the class. Then I gave
them a pre-assessment questionnaire to determine what the students knew about some
of the topics to be discussed. Some of the questions asked to describe what a
continent and country were, where the student had traveled to, and what the children
knew about Spain and Australia.
I learned that most of the children knew what a continent was, because most
of the answers were similar to: "A continent is a form ofland surrounded by ocean."
What a county was became more vague with answers like: "A piece ofland" or "A
place where people live." Most of the children had traveled to only Mexico, with a
few that had never been to another country. When asked to tell something known
about Spain, most answers were: "I don't know anything." Many children knew a
little about Australia's animals, oceans, or "big rock."
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Social Studies Text
On another day, to become familiar with the concepts and terms to be taught
throughout the unit, we read a chapter together out of our social studies textbook,
Making a Difference by Harcourt Brace, to become familiar with the concepts and
terms to be taught throughout the unit. I found that the social studies textbook was a
good supplemental source for my unit, although it was very limited for the in-depth
study that I desired. The text helped to create a nice overview to draw from, and it
provided the class with a diving board from which we could dive deeper into more
challenging thoughts. To create a richer source of information on different countries,
I collected non-fiction library books that I displayed in our classroom library for
reading at any time. A list of books used with the unit follows:

World Countries Book List

Wonders of the World Atlas, By Neil Morris
Antarctica, By David Peterson
Africa, By David Peterson
Europe, By David Peterson
South America, By David Peterson
North America, By David Peterson
Welcome to Indonesia, By Geraldine Mesenas
Guide to Peru, By Marion Morrison
Guide to Russia, By Mike March
Guide to Japan, By Michael March
Guide to France, By Mike March
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Guide to South Korea, By Mike March
Letters Home From Zimbabwe, By Lisa Halvorsen
Guide to China, By Mike March
Guide to Brazil, By Mike March
Welcome To Costa Rica, By Rosalie Garrett
Welcome To Iran, By Dora Yip
Guide to India, By Brian Williams
Guide to Argentina, By Marion Morrison
Guide To Egypt, By Michael March
Thailand, By Kristin Thoennes
Welcome to France, By Fiona Conboy
Mexico From A To Z, By Bobbie Kalman and Jane Lewis
Look What Came From China, by Miles Harvey
Look What Came From Italy, By Miles Harvey
Welcome to England, By Maree Lister
Guide To South Africa, By Mike March

Europe-Spain
To provoke interest and questions about Spain, I shared a few artifacts like
castenets (musical instrument), a fan, Spanish money, and my pictures from my
travels there. As I showed the children the pictures, I told them stories about my
experiences and interesting things I saw. Over the course of learning about Spain, I
read several books with pictures illustrating the dancing, clothing, festivals, bull
running, etc. These are some books I used as Read-alouds:
Spain, Festivals of the World, By Susan McKay
Spain, Enchantment of the World, by Wilbur Landou
Next Stop Spain, By Clare Boast
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The following lessons about Spain contain my school district standards that
apply to each lesson. All standards listed in the following lessons can be found in
Appendix D. Each of these lessons can be taught in one day or over a few days.
Some of the lesson materials can be found in Appendix A

Lesson Plan #1: Geography
Objective: The students will learn about the different communities and provinces of

Spain by looking at a map and compare them to the U.S.
Standards: History/Social Science--3.0, 3.1
Materials Needed: World Globe or map, map of Spain, and map of San Diego

County (App. A).
Teacher Instruction:

•

Ask students to find Spain on a globe or world map by pointing to the country.
Then find the U.S. and compare where they are in relation to one another. What
continents is each country part of?

•

Pass out a map of Spain that shows the communities, provinces, cities and capital
(Madrid). The dark lines show the boundaries that split up the communities that
include: Andalucia; Extrmadura; Region de Murcia; Valencia; Castilla La
Mancha; Community de Madrid; Castilla y Leon; Aragon; Calaluna; La Rioja;
Navarra; Pais Vasco; Cantabria; Asturias; and Galicia. Within these
communities are the provinces inside the thin black lines. For instance, the
provinces inside of Galicia are La Coruna, Lugo, Pontevedra, and Orense, which
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are capital cities of each province. There are also capitals of the larger
communities. Galicia's capital is Santiago.
•

The map of Spain can be compared to an U.S. map to show the differences and
similarities between the two countries. American states may be compared to
communities, and counties compared to provinces. Compare a San Diego County
map with the province Sevilla in Andalucia.

Student Activity: Ask students to read the names of the communities with you. Then

read the provinces within each community. Have them count how many of each there
is. Students copy the names of the communities to the correct location on a blank
map of Spain. Have the students discuss in a group the differences between the map
of Spain and the map ofthe U.S. One child from every group can share the ideas
their group came up with. Color each community a different color.
Assessment: After the lesson, collect the maps and give students an oral quiz. Ask

students questions about what was covered like: What is a community, province, or
capital of Spain?
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Lesson Plan #2: Language and Vocabulary
Objective: The students will learn to read, speak, and write Spanish words and

phrases.
Standards: Reading--1.1, 1.2 Writing--4.5 Listening/Speaking--1.1, 3.3

History/Social Science--2.0, 2.1
Materials Needed: Spanish words/phrases sheet, blank lined paper.
Teacher Instruction: Tell the children that learning another language is a common

and useful activity. Speaking the learned language can be helpful when traveling to a
country like Mexico or Spain where it is spoken. It can be a good communication
tool in the U.S. also since there is such a wonderful diversity of culture right in our
own backyards. Read with the students some Spanish words/ phrases all together and
go over the translations in English.
Student Activity: Have students buddy read the Spanish words and phrases together.

Make up informal conversations with each other in Spanish. Then students write
down a conversation they had by putting phrases and words together into sentences.
An example conversation in Spanish could be: "Hola John. Como estas?" "Muy
bien, gracias. Que pasa?" This translates into: "Hello John. How are you?" "Very
well, thank you. What's happening?"
Assessment: Observe the student Spanish "conversations" to check for correct verbal

pronunciations. Then collect the written conversations and check for understanding.
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Lesson Plan #3: Writing
Objective: The students will list new vocabulary words learned and then use them to
write factual sentences about Spain.
Standards: Writing--1.4, 2.2, 4.4, 4.5 History/Social Science--2.0, 2.1
Materials Needed: Books about Spain to pull out "Spanish nouns" . Spain, Festivals
of the World, By Susan McKay would be a good choice.
Teacher Instruction: Read a book about Spain to the students, and then brainstorm
together a list of nouns that relate to Spain. Remind them that nouns are people,
places, or things. Write them down on a chart while the children write them down on
paper. Then remind the children what adjectives are (words that describe nouns).
Have students think of adjectives to share with the class that describe the Spanish
nouns. Have students continue to record the words on a paper below the nouns.
Student Activity: Allow students to write factual sentences about Spain using the
new words from their lists. Each sentence must have a Spanish noun and an adjective
within it. Examples: The beautiful women wear colorful flamenco dresses while
dancing. Delicious paella and tasty tapas can be found in most Spanish restaurants.
Assessment: Collect the factual sentences and check for an understanding of
adjective/noun usage.
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Lesson Plan #4: Math
Objective: The students will learn about Spanish money (pesetas) and compare it to
U.S. money.
Standards: Math--1.5
Materials Needed: Spanish money (pesetas)--exchange some U.S. money for pesetas
at an international Money Exchange Store (These stores can be found in malls),
sample conversion table (App. A), store coupons (App. A), small classroom items
like erasers, pens, pencils, crayons, etc.
Teacher Instruction: Allow students to investigate pesetas in comparison to
American dollars. Explain that all money has value, although not all money has the
same value. Each country has different money that represents different values.
Together practice converting Spanish pesetas into U.S. dollars. Pesetas are worth
about half the amount of dollars, so one U.S. dollar is equal to about $.50 of pesetas.
Student Activity: Have the children "buy" items with pesetas. Use classroom items
like pencils, erasers, stickers, etc. Also, use store coupons to have students practice
buying U.S. priced items and converting their pesetas. Example: To buy some
Finesse shampoo from a coupon that lists the price at $2.99 each, students must
divide $2.99 in half Half of that amount is $1.50, so the children would count out
that much in pesetas to pay for the shampoo.
Assessment: Have the students write down their conversions from U.S. dollars to
Spanish pesetas to check for understanding.
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Lesson Plan #5: Art
Objective: The students will learn about how Spanish masks are used in festivals and

then make one.
Standards: History/Social Science 2.0, 2.1
Materials Needed: The materials and directions for making a mask are listed in

Appendix A titled "Make a Carnival Mask".
Teacher Instruction: Discuss how masks are used in Spain during carnival. They

are made and worn in parades to celebrate religious holidays during carnival.
Instructions for making the mask are listed in Appendix A
Student Activity: Then have students make the mask. After making the masks, put

on a carnival mask parade around your school!
Assessment: The completion of all the steps to making a Spanish mask would show

that the students understood the lesson. Ask the children questions regarding the
reasons why Spaniards make and wear masks at carnival time.
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Lesson Plan #6: Social Studies
Objective: The students will learn about Spanish culture, customs and beliefs.
Standards: History/Social Science--2.0, 2.1
Materials Needed: Books about Spain, artifacts from Spain, Spanish food, Spanish
music CD, etc.
Teacher Instruction: Discuss what culture and customs are. Have children look up
the words in a dictionary if necessary. Read a book describing Spanish culture like
Spain, Enchantment of the World, by Wilbur Landou. Give some examples of
Spanish culture/customs from the book. List these examples and others from student
observations on a chart.
Student Activity: Allow children to "experience" the culture words learned by
having a "Spanish Culture Day" . Display artifacts such as castenets (an instrument),
fans, jewelry and swords. Show real pictures of a trip to Spain, play Spanish music,
sample paella (rice and meat), and watch a video of Flamenco dancing. Students can
also wear their Spanish masks on this day.
Assessment: Observe the students during the "Spanish Culture Day" to check for
participation. At the end of the special day, review and discuss that they learned
orally.
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Australia
This part of the unit was introduced by sharing my travel experiences in
Australia with pictures, and artifacts--boom-a-rang, club from New Zealand, and
Australian money--while discussing where Australia was on a globe and world map.
This was done by introducing it with the book, Look What Came From Australia, by
Kevin Davis. The following curricular areas of study include the lessons for each.
Throughout the unit I read books and information about the topic discussed that day.
These are books that were used as Read-alouds:
Australia, By David Peterson
Look What Came From Australia, By Kevin Davis
Welcome to Australia, By Peter North
The lessons developed below contain my school district standards that apply
to each. The lessons may be taught one on each day or one over several days. Some
of the lesson materials will be found in Appendix A.
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Lesson Plan #7: Geography
Objective: The students will use a map of Australia to learn about the counties'
climate, territories and main cities, and compare it to the U.S.

Standards: History/Social Science--3.0, 3.1
Materials Needed: Map of Australia (App. A)
Teacher Instruction: Use a small map of Australia --one for each student-- to locate
territories, read each one, and compare them to American states (Each territory is like
a state in the U.S.). Point out main cities such as Sydney, Melbourne, and Perth.
Discuss the climate differences such as the dry Outback versus the cooler coast and
southern areas. Their northern areas are warmer than their southern areas, which is
the opposite of our country. Also, discuss the reversal of the seasons in Australia.
Since Australia is on the other side of the equator, its summer is during our winter.
The seasons within the U.S. are the opposite that Australia has. Use an overhead of
the map to show the territory names and cities.

Student Activity: Have students write in the territory names, capital, and main cities
on their maps. Color each territory a different color. Write in where the Outback and
the Great Barrior Reef are on the maps.

Assessment: Collect the maps and review what was taught. Ask the children
questions to check their knowledge like--What is a territory? What type of climate
does Australia have? Name the capital of Australia.
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Lesson Plan #8: Language and Vocabulary
Objective: The students will learn Australian words and vocabulary by comparing

them to U.S. words.
Standards: Reading--1.2 History/Social Science--2.0, 2.1
Materials Needed: Australian book--Look What Came From Australia by Kevin

Davis, animal vocabulary sheets (App. A), Australian word search, and crossword
puzzle
Teacher Instruction: Discuss how countries have different words and sayings to

describe things or for greetings. Read Australian saying/phrases listed from the book
Look What Came From Australia by Kevin Davis and compare them to U.S.
meanings. Emphasis that Australians speak English, but that they added a few words
to the language.
Student Activity: Have students practice these new words with a partner. Then have

the children attempt to have an "Aussie conversation". Read the words from the
vocabulary sheets and color the pictures that go with the words. Complete a
crossword puzzle and word search using Australian words.
Assessment: Use observation of the oral conversations to determine Australian verbal

skills. Divide the class into two teams and play a game called "What's that Australian
word". Teams take turns and are given a vocabulary word to give a definition of If
the student on the team gives the correct definition, their team gets a point. The next
team player gets a word and if the student gives the wrong answer, no point is added
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to their team. At the end of the game (after all the words are given), the team with the
most points wins.

Lesson Plan #9: Writing
Objective: The students will learn about a coral reef in Australia and write a
descriptive narrative story about one.

Standards: Reading--2.1, 2.2 Writing--1.1, 1.4, 2.1 History/Social Science 3.0, 3.1
Materials Needed: Coral Reef story booklet with questions (App. A), lined writing
paper, books or pictures of a coral reef, world map

Teacher Instruction: Discuss how Australia has a huge coral reef called the "Great
Barrier Reef'. Point to its location on a world map, explain what it is (thousands of
tiny coral polyp animals), and show real pictures of one. Explain that people like to
"scuba dive" under the sea to view the reef close up.

Student Activity: Students read a booklet on coral reefs, color it, and answer
comprehension questions about the story. Students then write a make-believe,
descriptive story to respond to the question: "If you were a scuba diver in the ocean
by the Great Barrier Reef, what would you see?"

Assessment: Read student stories to see if each child displays a knowledge and
understanding of what a coral reef is and what it looks like. Also, grade stories for
the use of descriptive words throughout the writing.
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Lesson Plan #10: Math
Objective: The students will learn about Australian money and compare it to U.S.

money.
Standards: Math--1.5
Materials Needed: Australian money (get it from a Foreign Exchange Store),

classroom items like markers, pens, erasers, white out
Teacher Instruction: Show Australian money and compare it to U.S. money.

Explain the value of the money. One U.S. dollar is equivalent to about $.50
Australian. Remind students that each country in the world has a different type of
money that may have diverse values. Practice converting Australian money into
American dollars together.
Student Activity: Students will practice "buying" items from the classroom like

crayons, glue, markers, etc. Mark classroom items with "price tags" and have
children buy items like in a store. For instance, if a pack of crayons cost $2.00 U.S.
dollars, then students would half that amount (or divide it by 2). They would trade
$1.00 Australian dollar for the crayons.
Assessment: Have students write down the money conversions to check for

understanding and accuracy. For example:
Item bought--U.S. cost--Australian cost
Markers

$4.50

$2.25
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Lesson Plan#ll: Art
Objective: The students will learn about a coral reefby drawing one from pictures,

coloring it, and painting over an "ocean".
Standards: History/Social Science 3.0, 3.1
Materials Needed: Book and/or pictures of a coral reef, Coral Reef booklet (App. A),

white construction paper, watercolor paints or blue tempura paint, map of the world
Teacher Instruction: Discuss what a coral reef is and point to the Great Barrier Reef

near Australia on a world map. Read a book on coral reefs, and show real pictures of
one. You may read the Coral ReefBooklet (Appendix A) or have the students read it
for more information.
Student Activity: Students then will draw a picture of a coral reef, color it in with

crayons, and paint over it with a blue paint wash (tempura or watercolor paint will
work). This is called a crayon resist wash because the bright colors of the crayons
will show through the blue paint displaying the "coral reef'.
Assessment: Students are able to draw a coral reef picture and can explain what it is.
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Lesson Plan #12: Social Studies
Objective: The students will learn Australian culture, customs and beliefs.
Standards: History/Social Science--2.0, 2.1
Materials Needed: Books--Guide to Australia by Michael March, Look What Came

From Australian by Kevin Davis, Australian artifacts (boomerang, aboriginal
artwork), travel pictures, food like pavlova (a fluffY, sweet meringue dessert topped
with fruit), lamington (sweet cake covered with chocolate and shredded coconut), or a
meat pie, scuba diving/snorkle equipment, Australian music
Teacher Instruction: Discuss and define culture and customs. Read an Australian

book about the culture to students. Give example of Australian culture from the
book. Ask the children to give more examples of culture and customs learned from
the book. List the examples from students on a chart.
Student Activity: After a list is compiled, allow students to "experience" Australian

culture through artifacts like a boom-a-rang, Aborigine artwork, real travel pictures,
scuba diving equipment/snorkle, or with food (meat pies) and music.
Assessment: Observe that students are engaged in the "culture" of Australia. Later,

orally review what they learned about Australian culture.
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V. Findings
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of teaching in-depth
integrated social studies units with the benefit of teacher travel experience in those
countries being taught. This study looked at the following questions regarding how
the unit would be taught.
Will students be positively affected by learning about their teacher's and other
student's travel experience?
Does an in-depth integrated social studies unit help meet the objectives of the
study?
What experiences/realia about my travels seem to be most interesting to
second grade students?
To what degree do the California Social Studies Standards and my local
district's standards support this research project?
What curricular areas will be taught in each integrated unit?
How can I make learning more authentic?
How can I assess my students learning and growth?
The students were evaluated at the end of the unit based on two three-point rubrics
measuring knowledge learned and interest levels. The following interest level rubric
rating high--3, average--2, and low--1. Levels of interest were based on student
observations, effort in work, and the engagement in class discussions. The
knowledge-learned rubric had similar results to the interest level rubric. It was based
on student writing samples, survey #2, class discussions and observations of students.
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The criteria for getting a high (3), middle (2), or low (1) rubric are as follows. A high
would be a -0 or -1 score on the assignment. A middle rubric required a -2 or -3 out
of the total number or questions. A low rubric score would be to have -4 or more
questions on the assignment.
Student

Score

Student

Score

1

3
3
2
3
2
3
3
2
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3

1
2
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Figure 6. Interest level rubric

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Figure 7. Knowledge Learned Rubric

The results of this study indicate that the second grade students showed a high
level of interest in this unit, especially when teacher travel experiences were shared,
and the children shared personal experiences of their own. 75% of the class had a
"High" score on the rubric, with the other 25% receiving an "average" score. The
children appeared to be highly interested in learning about other places, people, and
cultures.
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The knowledge-learned rubric had even better results. Almost 100% of
students showed a "high" level of knowledge about the topic studied. The children
were engaged in learning and expressed knowledge through class discussions,
writings, and survey questions.
When contrasting other travel curriculum to my curricular unit, I noticed that
my lessons were integrated throughout the curriculum--or used interdisciplinary
learning--while the other units just had lessons on particular topics like culture,
geography, or literature related to the country. One of the lessons from an "Around
the World" unit compared one of my lessons. It was a lesson on the language of
Spanish speaking countries in which the students were asked to practice reading
Spanish phrases and then have a "conversation" with another student. My lesson took
it a little further by having the children then write their "conversation" down. By
using interdisciplinary learning in my unit, I feel that the topics were covered
thoroughly, and in more depth. As I look at the travel curriculum for comparisons,
there was a philosophy that relates to mine. It was that children should be exposed to
other cultures at a young age to help students be open-minded about the people of the
world. This exposure also promotes further interest in travel and learning about
different places and cultures as was exemplified by the results of this study.
Looking at the other literature on interdisciplinary learning and how it related
to my unit, I found that in using this integration of curriculum it was a positive
approach to learning for the students. As the literature suggested, the integration of
curriculum allowed for a more in-depth study about Spain and Australia, and led the

. ,,
(
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children to want to learn more about other countries. They were more interested in
the unit than when we just read our social studies' text as determined by teacher
observations. When reading the social studies textbooks only, students showed little
interest and asked very few questions, although with the integrated units, the students
were more involved the in the discussions and engaged. Furthermore, student
assessments showed that students improved on knowledge and interest levels, which
could be correlated to the integrated learning. The surveys showed the biggest
improvement with mostly lows or 1 rubrics on the pre-survey, then mostly highs or 3
rubrics on the post-survey.
The Best Practice theory that was the most successful in my classroom
included using:
•

prior knowledge--children related to travel curriculum because they all had
traveled somewhere--

•

exploring a variety of cultures--through the ancestor graph and study of cultures

•

study topics in depth--through integration of curriculum

•

using inquiry for discussions--children lead where the questions/discussions go

All of these teaching practices were positive strategies to promote higher level
thinking and to involve the students in the learning of other cultures.
In my teacher observations throughout the unit, students appeared interested
and curious as indicated by their engagement and number of questions asked. When I
introduced each country with "real" experiences and artifacts like travel pictures, fans,
or a boom-a-rang; the children were transfixed with amazement. Some students
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asked questions such as "What is a plaza?" or "What is paella?" One boy
commented, "The girls in Spain are pretty!" followed by laughter from the other boys
and girls. This made the learning more authentic, or real by using my travel stories,
realia, and multiple sources of information. The students were actively engaged and
obviously their interest was piqued as characterized by their attention and tone of
voice. Because of this interest in the topic, the children overall seemed focused,
participated with comments and questions, and were eager to learn more. It appears
that my teacher travel experiences and realia made a very positive impact on the
students.
Beginning with tangible artifacts and scaffolded discussions, the instruction
gave students some prior knowledge to build upon. This led to more lively
discussions throughout the units. For instance, after learning what culture and
customs were, students were able to spot examples in Spanish books and compare
them to American culture and customs. As for class discussions devoted to culture,
there were some common ideas that sprang up and were agreed upon as a class.
These ideas included:
•

world people are alike and different

•

people have different cultures/beliefs, and we should celebrate and try to
experience these differences

•

no one culture is right or wrong, but they are all unique

•

the U.S. has multiples cultures of people that live here who originally
immigrated from other countries
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One average student was interviewed individually after the unit was
completed. She was asked the question: What did you like about the learning of other
countries and people? She replied: "I liked seeing the places you went to and I want
to travel to other places now." This response encompasses my motivation for
completing this study and was my ultimate goal for each child.
Students work samples were also collected (App. B). One writing assignment
in particular stood out because it related to what I taught as an "experience" that I had.
In sharing my travels to Australia, the ocean and coral reef were a big focus in the
lessons. Travel pictures showing pictures of myself snorkeling with fish in the Great
Barrier Reef, left a significant impact on the students. Many of the children became
fascinated with coral reefs. A student work sample that exemplifies this interest came
with the assignment titled: "If you could go on a vacation to any country in the
world, where would you go and why? What would you do?"
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lf you could go on a vacation,.to any country or place in the world, where

would you go and why? What would you see there? What would you do?

so
VI. Conclusions
As my study concludes, I ask myself what was learned from my original
question. Will students be positively affected by learning about their teacher's and
other student's travel experience? I believe the answer to this question was yes. The
students displayed throughout the study an eagerness to learn more about my travels.
This led to a desire to investigate other countries and places they would like to travel
to which was my desired outcome and hope for this study.
There were a few challenges along the way to consider. The first one was the
difficulty in finding current travel curriculum at the elementary level that related to
my unit. There were lots of travel units on specific countries in the middle school and
high school levels, although few at the elementary level. Another challenge was in
data collection and analysis. The data collected was not always as helpful in showing
student interest and knowledge as teacher observations and notes from class
discussions. The data was good in showing a segment of knowledge gained, but did
not show the whole picture. For this reason, the teacher observations were very
important.
Like my world travels, teaching is a journey. My life travels mirror my
profession in many ways. As a learner of the world, I am continually growing and
changing as I experience the plethora of cultures and people. My journey never ends-it is constantly changing--just like teaching. To improve my daily lessons, the
differentiating of instruction, building on the class's prior knowledge, and providing
more experience through my learnings or other resources is an ongoing process. This
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process will continue as I grow professionally through research, inservices, classes,
and professional books. The knowledge learned as a teacher through this research
will continue to be built upon by the latest research available.
To enhance this unit for the future, a few activities could be added to it. The
use of technology through the internet is a rich source of information on countries,
and provides "virtual tours" of places with pictures and information. Here are a list of
virtual travel websites reviewed for this study and available for use within the
classroom to enhance a travel unit:
•

Virtual Travel Tours--Visual ProMOTION

•

Open Directory--Recreation: Travel: Image Galleries

http://www.visual promotion. com/travel. htm
http://dmoz.org/Recreation/Travelllmage Galleries/

•

China Virtual Tours

•

VIRTOURIST.COM

http://www.chinavista.com/traveV
http://www.virtourist. com/
•

http://www.travelape.com/tape/360.html

•

Time Travel Tours-Virtual Postcards
http://www .unmuseum.orglpost7 .htm

Another way to bring more interest to a travel unit would be to have relatives
come into the classroom as guest speakers. The relatives would preferably be
originally from another country or have traveled extensively to the country under
study. The speakers could provide "oral histories" ofliving in another country. They
could provide examples of the language spoken, stories of cultural celebrations,
beliefs of the people, and show pictures of their country. Also, students could
"interview" them and practice their note taking skills before "presenting" what they
learned to the class.
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Finally, field trips to local "cultural places" may be helpful in allowing
children to "experience" other cultures. Students could travel to Balboa Park, Old
Town, an Islamic Center, Mosque or Little Italy to see, touch, hear, taste, and feel the
culture. This could be a trip to learn about a culture, talk to the people, taste their
food, hear their music, and dance to it. Students could then go back to school,
brainstorm some of the customs and culture ideas, and then write about what they
learned and how they felt.
Other questions to explore beyond what was covered could be: How are
students affected by cultural field trips? Do "virtual tours" promote interest and
knowledge of countries and travel? How could guest speakers affect the student's
enthusiasm for the subject? Could this unit become a yearlong social studies theme in
which one country is studied a month? This could be done with studying one
continent a month also in second grade since learning the continents is a content
standard.
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The money of Spain i El dinero de Espanafta
Roll your pointer over the money to see its value .
Ruede su punterc concluic!o el dinero para ver su valor.
(lnremet Explorer. piease. Internet Explorer, por favor.)

u.S .

~-

1000 paset~::~.30

5 pasetas ::. '3 4-.

=

10 pasetas
(p d
25 pasetas, ::. llo~
SO pasetas, ;;. :: 4
100 pasetas,
:;:~

z

#

1

l}.

5.

(.,
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Spanish Money Lesson
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MAKE A
CARNIVAL MASK

D

uring Carnh·al, Spaniard~
drl's.s up in all kinds of
el;~hor:ne co~wme~ . Gi;ln•

m;1sks ;~reo ;1 l"ommon ~iFht. an,~ .
depC'ndin_;! on the m;~~k. they em h<"
,,·orn l."ithe-r tn'l'T th<' ht':!O lH on tel!
of the· hc•:Jd. FoJim,· th~~~
in.strlh:tions arici .:ekhrate C1TniY;ll
the Sp;~nish ,,.:Jy.

. . .-----=---

0
.- . .

(

-:). -·I

II~~
.·~
~. .i,
·4:_.

·:.·
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,

Blow up the balloon ond close or. the
end with the rubber bond. Dip the
en!ire balloon in store h . Glue newsooper
strips onto the balloon ond le11he Qlue
dry. l<emove the rubber bond ond pull
the balloon out ot it~ paper ·ccsE :

1

2

Drew 0 IOCE on 1N
mask one point it. Glue
on the slyrolocm helve~ one:
point them C! eye!

1rim the bot1om of the mc~k sc·
you con wear it ccmtoncbly en
top of your heoc. Slc:::>ie :r-.e clc.:r.
around lhe boil om to moke c
·c loak. If you wor,; ;c wee:
the mc~k. bE ~ure ;o cu:
ou: hOlE~ 1r. lhE CIOO~
to ~ee. ;r-,rouc~ .

3

.

4

1o make hair lor your mask.
wind the yarn around your
palm until o thick bundle forms. lie
the bundle ot one end with c
piece of yorn. Cut the other end
to remove the yarn !rom your
polm. lope the mop of "hair"
on your rnosk · ~ heo<;l. Now
you hove your very own
Carnival mosk.
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A coral reef looks like a beautlftil'uriderwaler'

CORAL REEF
A City Under the Sea!
The

.

garden. It Is filled wflh lntereslfrig corai'Jn' dlfrerenl
shapes, sizes, and colors. Many creatures nnd

food and a place to live In alllhe llflle
the reef. A coral reef Is .like
the sea.

NAma ------------------~---------

:,

2

corners of '

a'busy city ~nder

~

Australia

. CorYI ~ee.rs ~re cre~ted by millions end millions of

Reefs grow only where lhe wafer Is selly, warm,

...fin~ enl~als called coral polyps. Each polyp

clean, clear, and shallow enough for light to

makes ltsell a '•atony

house.. rfghl on fop or lh~

. 6fher. polyps In the colony.

When the polyp dies,

reach the bottom. They can grow for hundreds

of miles. The largest and most famous reef Is

lls ~stony house· stays and makes the reer lArger

found near Australia. II le called fhe G~eal

and larger.

Berrier Reef.

3

~-~

... ~~ ....
Ooe
.......~v

~

•

. I

,.

·.

.

A coral rear Is home to many creatures.

Many unusual Rsh make their 'tiomtt lr1"'ihe .:c'orei ·'

Sponges ehelter shrimps, crabs, and other

reef. LlonRsf'! look scary as they spread 'out their

small animals. Worms, sea stars, sea urchins,
oatopuses, and squids look for food among
the coral. Even sea turtles lll<e to live In the

warm waters of the coral reef.

nns. Parrolnsh nibble on the hard ~ref arid grind
11 up to make sand. Porcuplnensh· nil th'elr bodies .
wllh water and

become·toola'rge•fo~rothM~rlsH'to

swallow.

'· · ·

A

Read your coral reef book carefully a~,. -=1nswer
these questions:

1. Coral rears are made of corals \hat come In
many different

-----------------

- - - - - - · • and------· ''"'""~'
2. A coral rear Is made or millions and millions or
tiny
called coral polyps. ("""" .11

3. What Is the largest.coral reef In the world?

''"'!1" "'

4. Name 4 animals that live In coral reefs. ,,,,0,

5J

5. Name three unusul'll nsh that llvEt In coral rears .

''"'rl" "'
Coral reefs are In danger. Hurricanes and waves
can hurt the reefs •. Soli washes Into the sea and

6. Why are coral reefs In danger?

f"n"" 7J

makes the water cloudy. Wastes polson the coral

'and SQA \\fe. 0\V8fS capture flsh for aquariums or
somellmel' break,off pieces of coral. We musl

7. Draw a picture of your ravorlle nsh or anlmallhnl
IIvas In the coral reer. :

save our coral reefs.
7

8
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Appendix B
Where have you traveled to?
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Spanish language

F~rst imprc~stons count.

That's one .-c.,son you

should lean" ~ome 01•
these common greettngs
beton: visit~ ng ~n area
where Spanish rS
spoken. Even if yo~r
c of SpaniSh Is
knowledg ry it can make your conver.;ation a bit
rudiment a to' know some of these scatements or
smoother
. .
questions . of common court~sy .

-;

Hou

Hello, hi

Hou,ja/6,

Hello (on

The choice of

burno, a/,

the

dig•

telephone)

telephone
greeting varies
w~h location.

Adios

Goodbye

some

~rea:s

is

eMU
(sometimes
spelled ciao ,
from the
Italian).
iComo estas?
iComo estli?"

How are
you?

Muy bien,
gracias

Very well,
than.k you

Surnos dias

Good day,
good
morning

In some ar-eas, a
shonrned fonn,
Ouen dia , i :s
usee.

Burnas tardes

Good
afternoon

Suenas tarctes
also should be
used in the eany

I

~COtw\ 0

An inrormal
altemative in

tvening

•n

preference tc
Ouenas noclles.

, .

Buenas
neches

Good night

iComo te va?
iComo le va?l
<Que tal?
<Que hay?

How's it
going?
What's
happening?

<Que

What's
happening?

... _ a

•

pasa?

<Que hubo?
iQue onda?

How is it
going?
What's
happe:~ing?

iComo :-e
llamas?
iC6mose
llama usted? 2

Buenas noches
can be used as a
greeting as well
as a l2re""ell.

These ph rases
are mos"t
common in
Mexico.

What's your A literal.
translat ic:>n
name?
':'CUid be "What
C:o you c.all
yourselr? •
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Swimming at the Great Barrier Reef!
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,

If you could go on a vacation to any country or place in the world, where
would you go and why? What would you see there? What would you do?
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Appendix C

What Do You Know About Places?

#(

S u.rv ~

1. What is a continent?

---------------------------------

2. What is a country?__________________________________

3. What countries have you traveled to?____________________

4. What do you know about the continent Europe?_________~

5. What do you know about the country of Spain?_____________

6. What do you know about the continent/cmmtry Australia?_ _ _ __

7. Draw a picture below of something you know about Spain or Australia.
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The World Around Us Survey #2
1.

What is a c o n t i n e n t ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1.

Whatisacoumcy? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2.

Whatisruhwre? ________________________

3.

How are people in the world d i f f e r e n t ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4.

How are people in the world the s a m e ? - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6.

What have you learned about Australia? (Write a paragraph about)
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AppendixD

I-Ii story I Social Science
Standards
Level2
PEOPLE ''THO MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Students in grade two explore the Jives of acruaJ ·people who make a difference in
their everyday Jive:: and learn the stories of eXtraordinary people from history
whose acruevements have touched them. directly or indirectly. The study of
contemporary people who supply goods and services aids in understanding the
comple~ interdependence in our free-market system.

FOCUS GOALS
L£VEL2

1.0
1.1

1.2

Historical Literacy •
Differentiate be: tween things that happened long ago and in the recent past.
Explain how heroes from the past have made a difference in the lives of others as a result
of their actions and character.
·

2.0
2. I

Cultural Litency
Identify points of view that groups of people express, past and present. •

3.0
3.1

Geographic Lireracy
Apply map skills by describing the absolute and relative locations of people, places, and
environments.

4.0
4.1

Economic Literacy
Begin to identify basic economic concepts and individual participation in the economy.

5.0
5.1

Sociopolitical Literacy
Explain the function oflaws and governments in the United States and other countries.

6.0
6.1

Hi.srorical Understanding
Apply Language Arts literacy skills when making historical connections.
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History/Social Science
Unifying Standards
Levels K- 12

'.

1.0

Historical Litn:u:y: Students tmdemand hiStory as an interpretive srudy of continuity and
change within a c.hrooolog.ical framework. They know the maj or events. eras, concepts,
people, topics and issues that ddioe and influence United States and world history. They
ana.lyu cause and effect relationships, consequences and pattern$, make interpretations.
judgments and draw conclusions from dat.a using a variety of hiStorical dOC'WllentS that
reflect multiple perspectives.

2.0

Colrural Literacy: Students tmderstand the rich, complex nature of a givm culture. They
recognize that our nation is composed of people from around the world who represent
diverse backgrounds, ways of life and various perspectives which an valued and respected.
· They understand that a culture captures and expresses ideas, beliefs and values over time.

3.0

Geognpbic Literacy: Srudents recognize the relationships among place, location. human
and environmental interaction. movement, and region. Tbey know that human and
environmental processes shape the characteristics of places and regions, and inflUCilCC
hiStorical events and issues. They use, analyze, design, interpret and evaluate geographic

infoJ'lllliiion.
.f.O

Economic Literacy: Students analyze and understand economic syStems and concepts.
They explain the basic processes of supply and demand, market economics and diStribution
of scarce resources. They interpret trends and basic indicaton of economic performance in
order to analyze economic and political issues.

5.0

Sociopolitical Literacy: Srudents understand political and social syStems, the origins of
our national identify, the relationship berwecn a society and its laws, and the differences
berwccn democratic and non-(jemocrati c: syStems. They realize that a democncy depends
on the participation of responsible, informed. and nhical citizens. ·

6.0

Historical Tbimkiug: Srudents deve lop and apply hiStorical understanding as they read,
research, analyze and interpret information from a variety of sources and pointS of view.
Tbev make coMections and commwlicate their thinking through writing, reading, speaking
and ·multi-media presentations.

-(c) • Su1e Slandonl
(nit)

nor a foals"'

Lrnl~

·

IP) Pl'SO odcliaion

odciRSS in

this ..,;,
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HISTORY SOCIAL SCIENCE
Level2
PEOPLE MAKE A DIFFERENCE

I 1.0
1.1

HiHoriul Litt'r.acy
Differentiatf bttweto things that happrned long ago and in the rt'ceot past.

0 Trace the history of a family through the use of primary and secondary sources
including anifacts, photographs, interviews, and documents. (cl.l)

0 Compare and contrast daily life events with those ofa grandparent and parent. (cl.2)
0 SequCDce imponant life events in the order iD which they occurred (e.g •• on a timeline
or storyboard). (cl.3)
Explain bow hero~ from tht past bavr madr a di.ffertuct io the lives of others as a
result of thtir.ac-tions a.nd character.
IJ Explore and read biographies of scienlists, inventors, authors, mucicians and anists that
might include; Abraham Lincoln. Louis Pasteur, Sitting Bull, George Washington
Carver, Marie Curie, Albert Einstein, Golda Meir, Jackie Robinson, and Sally Ride.
(c5.0)

1.2

( 2.0

I

Cultural Littr.acy

2.1

ldt'Dtify points of virw that groups of prople npress, past and present (p)
0 ldentifv and demonstrate respect for common and different values, ideas, and beliefs.

0 Reco~.how groups and nations express their points of view wben they interact and
try to resolve problems (e.g., trade, cultural contacts, treaties, diplomacy, and miliwy
force). (c2.3)

I 3.0

Gtographic Littney

3.1

!t

Apply map skills by describing tht absolute and ttlativt locations of ptople, places,
and environments.
0 Locate on a simple lener-oumber grid system the specific locations and geographic
features in the neighborhood or commWliry (e.g., map the classroom, the school). (c2.1)
Q Label a simple map from memory of the Nonh American continent, including the
countries, oceans, Great Lakes, major rivers. mountain ranges; identifying the essential
map elements of title, legend, directional indicatoT, scale, and date. (c2.2)
IJ Locate on a map where ancestors and families live, trace the movement, describe when
the farJ?ily moved to the local corrununity. and describe how and why the trip was
made. (c2.3)

!pi Pt:SD .Coition
nor a focus to address in this unit

-{c) a StaJ< SWldard
(n/k)

Lodl

~

aligned to

~~de

lncl reading and

wrilin~

sunel.lrds
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Cl Compart and contiast basic land use in urban, suburban and rurai envirollJllents in
California. (c2.4)

l4.0
4.1

Economic Litrncy

I

Begin to identify basic economic conrrpts and individual participation iJJ the
eC'onomy.
Cl Explain bow individwus contribute and panicipate in OlD' economic system. (c4.0)
Cl Com~ food production and consumption long ago with today, and describe the role

offarmas, processors, distributors, weather, laDd. and water reSOID'CCS. (c4.1)
Q Explain the role and interdependence of buyers {consumers) and sellas (producers of

0

goods and services). (c4.2)
Recognize that limits on resources require people to choose what to produce and what

to consume. (c4.3)

I 5.0
5.1

I 6.0
6.0

Sociopolitiol Litrncy
E~pbin tbe function of laws and governments in the United States and other
countries.
Q De sen"be the differences between making laws, canying out laws, dctennining if laws
have been violated, and punishment for violatioDS. (c3 .1)
·

Historic:al Unders12nding
Apply L:ioguage Ans Utcney skiDs wben m:akiD& bistoricaJ conDectiOIIS.
Cl Learn and usc historical vocabulary encoUilten:d through reading (r.l.O)
Cl Restate facts and details to clarify, duster, and classify historical information (r.2.0)
Cl Usc reference sourc;cs and tools· to gather, organize and intetpret information (w 3.0)
Q Write namuivcs and friendly lencrs to explain or demonstrate understanding of
historical information (w 2.0)

-<<) c Swc SWidarG
Cn/1r;)

]

IP) PUSO addi1icr.

noc a focus 10 addrc:ss in this unit

Level 2

I
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RI:ADING STANDARDS

LEVELl
1.8 . 'Word Alul)'sis, Voc:sbabry, ud flurpcy- Sllld(.l)!! possess sufficicnrvoc:abulaly, word mad: ~pu. aZHI
· -;: _~ Ji:,i·~i.O~cof.;.orc!Origiriiml)N~~-IDRadfloCllJYud~~~~~-~..~view.
AI Level 2, studcms an expeclcd 10 mn:tlhe following learn in~ objectives in order to make progress toward
achieving Unifyin~; Standanl 1.0 by the end of p-adc twcl'VC:

1.1

Dccodr •ad ro<agaiu .,.onls:

0 Recogniu and UK blonds, diphthongs. t-<ontJollcd vowel sounds (pic). and dignphs (Jl).
Apply t:a.ic syl!abiation rules 1c two-syllabk natuensc and rqular muiii·syllablo: words (c).

0

0 Rwl bcrinnin&, middle, and ending -chunk.s- (word ~em.s) (p).
0 Identify and maiCh words with !he same initial and final $OUDds and with the sallj.c interior long· and shon·
vowel sound (s).

••

0 ldcnrify and comctly li5C rc&ular plurals (-s. -c. ies) and irregular plurals (c.g.,.fly/flia.
0 Read common abbrniatioas (e.e-, F~b.. SIIIL. RL. SL) (c).
1.2

wijelwt.a) (pic).

Lnna nd LIR orN words from -dille:
Usc pirnu'c and word contexr clues (pis).
Undel"SWWd and explain c.ommoo antonyms, synonynu. homonyms (pic) and homophones (cis).
Read words within unknown compound "'Orris to dc~rrminc muning of new words (cis).
Know the meaning of simple prdixes and suffixes (uve:r·. 10>-, ·ilf8. ../y) (c).
ldenrify simple multiplc-muning words (c).

0
0
0
0
0
J.3

Dnclop nucacy:

0 Read a large bank of sight words (p).
.
0 Read si!CIItly.and aloud to illlprove fluency, accurxy, intonalion. and expression (c).

At level2. students an: expected ID meet the following learning objectives in order to make pi'O!fess toward achieving
Unifying Standard 2.0 by the end of grade twel~:
2..1

Us~

Q

0
0
0
0
0
2.1

2.3

str;nqieo to com prebend inform•tioul maten.b nd grad~te-oclcnc:
Establish a pwpost for reading (i.e~ tell what infoiTIUiian the srudent is seeking) (pic).
Usc KncwfWanlllearn (XWl) model (p). .
.
Use knowledge of author's pu!pOSC:5 (s) 1.0 comprehend informational text (c).
Integrate mcanina with strU.aural and visual cross-<hcck cueing S)ISlmiS (p).
Usc piC'!I.Ir• ciUt-5 and be!in to preview titles. headings. bold-~e words. and visuals (p).
.
Begin 10 undcn~a~~d logical relationships-<ompariSon.'connst.. causcJeffect. problem/solution (pic).

Rnd t.o anatv.u aod tv~~ lute infonulioo:
0 Ask clllrirYing qUt$tiom (c.; .. why? what if? ho"'·?) (c).
0 ~ermine the main idea (p).
0 Re5We facts and details in tnt to clarify, cluster. and classify ideas and information (Jllcis).
0 Bci in to find answers to given queStions in tcxr (p).
:J Make connections between tclCl. own ideas. experiences. and prior knowlcdgelp).
Read inlormalionalmarerbl for prae1iul application:

::l Interpret informalion frot1) diagruns, charu. rru1ps. graphic organizers. and graphs (picis).
:::::1 Use titles. tabk of contents. and chapter h.e adinp to locate infonnation (c).

::l Begin to locate a sp«ific sentence or paragraph (p).
':1 Follow ro>·o-srep wrinen instrucuons (c ).
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At Leve12, students are expected to meet !he following learning objectives in order 10 make progress toward achieving
Unifying SWldard 3.0 by die end of grade twelve:

3.1

Re.:od a wide variety of genres (p/cls):

CJ Read functional !ext (e.g., instructions, ads, directions, game rules, maps, labels. forms. charts. schedules.
recipes).

CJ Read narrative text (i.e.. classic and contemporary fiction and nonfi<:tion).
CJ Read expository ICXt (e.g•• magazines, newspapers, tcJCtboolcs. on-line information).

J.l

..

Re.:od f~oently:
a Rc::ad and are re3d to dally (p>CJ Choose 10 read independently beyond school requirements (c) for enjoyment, interest, and exploration (p).
CJ Make progress towards the grade 4 goal ofn:ading independently one-half million words annually (c). about
20 grade-level books.
CJ Read increasingly challenging materials (p).

exPeaect

At Level 2, students are
tD meet the following learning objectives in order IXl make progress toward achieving
Unifying Scmdard 4.0 by the end of erade twelve:
4.1

Readpomy:

a

Begin 10 ideatify ,hymeJ 'IIUSC (p).

CJ Identify ,hyrlrm, rlryme. and allileration in
4.2

poetry (c).

Re.:od and inurprclllarntive and dnmatic chilclrea's literat•re:

CJ Read panem books. big boalc:s, picture books, chapter boolcs. biographies, plays. and stories (p).
CJ Identify literary elements and begin to use tenns in n:sponses-Slory line. setting. charocler traiu. who tells
I~Slory(p).

CJ Make predictions of outc:ome (pis).
CJ Generate alternative endings to plots and identify reasons for. and impact of the alternatives (c).
CJ Infer and extend meaning beyond a passage (s).
4.3

Analyze patterns in literature (c):
Q Compare and contrast plots. scnings. and characters presented by different author.;.
Q Compare and contrast different versions of the same stories that reflect different cultures.
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WRITING STANDARDS

LEVEL2

At Ltvel2. srudents art expected 10 meet the following learning objectives in order 10 malce progress toward achitving
Un.ifying Standard 1.0 by tho end of grade twelve:

1.1

Orgaoiu aod fKDs writioc:

0 Know tho purpose and auditnco for writing (picls).

..

0 Usc: prtwriting stntegies-brainStOrming. clustering, discussions. listing, word walls, webbing, VeM
diagrams (p).

0 Group n:latcd idea! (pis).
1.2

Group rrlnrd idas:

0 Group two Ul four sentences on one topic into paragJ:aph fonn (pic).
0 Main1ain a cousistent focus (c).
1.3

Revise and ovaluatc writiag:

0 Identify unrd azcd ideas (s).
0 Revise original drafts to improve sequence and provido men descriptivo detail (c).
0 Write a final draJiifter n:vising/oditing based 011 teacher and peer response (p).
1:4

Write legibly:

0 Create readable documenl3 with legible handwliting (c).
0 Print neatly, with reasonablt speed. correct lener formazion. and spacing (p).
1.!

Write on demnd (p):

0 Submit iSSignmmiS on time.
0

a

Write at least twiu a week in a personal journal.
Practict brief timed-writings.

l-0

At Level2. students art expected to meet the following learning objecthres in order to make pro~ toward achieving
Unifying Standard 2.0 by tho end of grade twelve:
2.1

Write narntives: •
Describe and oxplain fictional or autobiographical experiences or tvents (pic).
Q Begin using a rocognizablt beginning. middlt. and end (p) and movo through a logical sequence of events

a

a
2.1

(c).

Describe the sc:ning. characters, objects. and evonts in detail (c).

Write dcstriptivc, nposito.,, and persuasin tnt (p):

Descr iptivelpMtiC 'Wr1dng:
0 Writ• notos with picrures and words to describe an object or obsorvation.

u

Begin to write se·ntences using notes of observation .

.:J Begin to write suucrured poetry (e.g .. acrostic. cinquain. haiku. couplets. diamante).
/n(ormarhle writing:
Q Incorporate factS into sentences .
Persuasive writing:
Express opinions in writing.

u

•core wriung prece
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l.3

Write rechaiallb•siacss tut:
Q Write friendly letters, notes, and invitations (pic). •
Q Include ~e dare, salutation, body, closing. and signarure (c:ls).
Q Begin 10 ad~ envelopes (p).
Q Begin to complete simple fonns with name, address; phone number. etc. (p).

l.4

Add power to writing (p):
Q Begin 10 usc more than one type of scarcnce.
Q Begin 10 usc alli~n, onomaropoeia, personification. and similes.

•core writing pi«e

..

At Level 2, students are expected to meet the following learning objectives in order to make progress toward achieving
Unifying Scandard 3.0 by the end of grade twelve:

3.1

Alphabetiu correctly:
Q Alphabctiz.c words to the second leacr (pis).

3.2

Use refcreaa sources:
Q Understand the pwpose of various reference materials-atlas, dictionary, glossary, thesaurus (pic).
Q Use table of contents, chapter headings (pic), title page (s), and glossary (p) to locate infonnarion .

3.3

Gatbcr, orgaaize, and iaterpret iafonaatioa:

Q Complete sentence frames or find answers to specific questions from one or m~ soun:es (p).

At Level 2, students are expected to meet the following learning objectives in order to make progress toward achieving
Unifying Standard 4.0 by the cad of grade twelve:
4.1

Capitalize correctly:
Capitalize all proper nouns- names of people, pets, places, days of the weclc, months, and holidays (picls).
Capitalize words ou the begiMing of~; ~f'; initials of people: and titles of people, books. and srories
(pis).
0 Capitalize at the beginning of direct quotes and in the greeting and closing of letters (pic).

Q
Q

4.2

Punctuate correctly:

0 Use £!!!!!.1!!Y in a dale, after the greeting and closing in a friendly letter, and to separ3le items in a series
(plcls). .

0 Usc quotation marlc.s with direct quotations and in dialogue (pic).
0 Use aoostrophes with simple contractions (picls) and to fonn singular possessives (pis).
0 Edit for the use of correct end m~riods, question marks. and exclamation points (p ).
4.3

Spell cornctly:
0 Spell high-freq ue ncy words US<:d in the PUS D spelling program (p).
Spell high-frequency irregular wocds (e.g.. who. what. why) (c).
0 Spell basic shon- ~owe l long-vowel ro\:OnD'olled. and consonant-blend patterns (pic).
0 Id entify correctly and inc.o rrectly spelled sight words in conte xt (s}.

a
4.4

Write and speak witb

pro~r

e111 mmar· and usa ge:

action~· and adjectives (picls).
Begin to ed it for narural-souncf!Jlg subject-verb 3-l!rotment(p): identify past. present. plural. and furure forms
(s).

::l Identify and correctly use nouM, plural nouns, o<!'5onal oronouns,
0

4.5

Structure sentences and paragraphs correctly:
:::J Understand and use correct declarative. inrerrogativc . imperative. and
::::1 Distinguish between complete and incomplete sentcnc:s (p,cis).
·::J Use correct word order in written sentences (c.' s).

exclamato~

sentences (pic) .
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LISTENING/SPEAKING'STANDARDS
LEVEL2
1.0

Listening Compnbeosioo- Srudc:ne> use sm~gies w listeD, n:spond ro, znd evalua!e oral commuoic:ariou md
media. They focus OD the message, follow directi0115. behave n::spcafillly, and take nolcs when apj,roprl.ate.
At Level i, students are expe~d ro meet the following learning objectives in order to make progress toward achieving
Unifying Standard 1.0 by dle end of grade rwelve:

t.l

focus on the spuker's message:
Maintain eye contact (p).
0 Wait to a.sk questions or make comments; base comments on the topic (p).
0 Paz:apllrue information that has been shared orally by others (c).
0 Rerum anenrion 10 speaker after an interruption or distraction (p).
0 Behave respectfully with appropriatt n:sponses (p).

0

1.2

Evaluate wbat is beard:

0 Octennin.e dlc purpose for listening-1o get infonnariQn. to solve problems, for enjoyment etc. (c).
0 Ask for clarifica.t ion and explanation of Stories and ide:as (c).

0 Begin 10 distinguish between fact and opinion (p).
0 Listen. make a choice. and begin 10 suppon an opinion with reasons (p).
0 Listen to constnlctive criticism and ancmptto improve own performance (p).
t.J

folio"' onl dirrctioDS:

0 Give and follow simple three- and four-step directions (c:) the flrn lime they are given (p).
0 Listen w and repeax simple directions before beginning a taSk (p).
1.4

Take notes (p):

0 Record responses to oral information by drawing. writing, or making diagrams--Venn. clusuiring.liSting
etc.

At Level2, students arc expected to meet the following learning objectives in order to make progress toward achieving
Unifying Standard 2.0 by the end of grade rwelve:

2.1

u~

orgaoiution and delivery le<bniques;

0 Organ i;u: prescnta.t ions to maintain a clear Focus (e).
0

Retell stories and experiences logically and scq~cnlially (c).

0 Usc a clear voice. appropriau: pacing, and varied pitch (pic).
Q Usc visual aids during sharing when directed (p).

2.2

Participatt in discussions (p):

Cl Stay on topic.

0

State own point of view.
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MATH STANDARDS
LEVEL2
1.0

Number SeOR a ad 0!'<'rlliop.s • Students undcmand ways of rcpr=ting nwnbcn. relalionship1 amoug
cum ben; illld ownbc:r sys=. They understand d!e meaning of and rdalionships bctweeo opc:ratioas and sa:uegies
tlu.CtJtly, and !bey can estimate appropri3rdy.

1.1

Uodentaod tbc rclationsbip amoog numbers. quantities aod pluc value i• whole number-s up to 1000
• (c:lslcm)

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Q
Q

1.2

I~

COUDt. read. and write numbers fD 1000 and identify the place value for each digit (c) (p=IOO)
Use words. models and expanded fonns 10 rcp=nt ownbcn fD 1000 (cis)
Ordct, sequence and compare whole numbers up fD 1000 using tbc symbols less than(<), equal fD (=). peatcr
than(>) (c:lcmls)
Rec:ognize and wriu: th=: digit numcn Is in (311dom order (p)
Use ordinal numbers (p/em) and identify ordinal po$itions (s)
Understand that skip counting is counting by groups of objects. Skip count forward and baclcwatd by 2's. j"s.
S's (s), IO's. and tOO's (plem)
Groups numbers in odd or even ca~egories (s)

Estimate, cak:alatc aod soln problems involving addition and sabtnctioo of t1ro aad tbrec: di&it a ambers (c)
with and without regroapioe, aad withoat alc:ulators (clplslem)
Q Underswld :and use d!c inverse relationship betwttn addition and subtraction (e.g.. an opposite number
SC11tencc for 8+0-14 is 14-6-8) to solve: problems and chec:k solutions (clcrn)
Q Undc:mand fKt famillc:s (5+7•12 and 7+5•12 so 12-5=7 and 12-7•5) (plem)
Q Bc-gm to add three r:wo-digit.numbc:rs (p)
Q Find d!c sum or difrcrmcc ofiWO whole numbers up m three digits long (clcm)
Q
Use men~J arithmetic to ftnd die sum or difference of r:wo 2-digit awnbcn (cJcra)
Q
Add vertically and horizontally (s)
Model aad solve si.mplc problcms involvlag multiplicatioa and dlvisioa (cJcm)
Usc repeated addition, arnys and counting by multiples to do multiplication (c:lslcm)
Usc repeated Sl.lbtnction. equ:.l sharing and forming equal groups tD do division with remainders (c)
Begin to learn facts 0 to S (p), and know tho mulriplicarion tables of2's. s·s and !O's (to times 10) and commit
to memory (c)

Q
Q
Q

1.4

Uaders12nd tb•t fractions and decimals o:aa refer to parts of a set aad parts of a whole (cis/em)
Cl Identify simple: ITacrions, concretely and symbolically (plem)
Q Re<:ognize. twnc and compare unit fractions up to 1112 (c). 113 (s)
.
Q Recognize fractions of a whole ~nd pasts of a g1011p (e.g~ 114"' of a pic, 213'" of 15 balls) (c)
Q Know that when all fractional pans are included. such as four-fourths. the result is equal to the whole and to
one (c)

I..S

Model and solve problems by rcpresontiaz, addin& and sabtnc:tiae amounts of money (c/cm)
Sol"c problems using combinations of coins and bills (clplem)
Know and usc me decimal n~ti on ~nd !he dollar and cents symbols For money (c)
Q Begin to identify change £rom a purchase {s)
Q
Q

1.6

Usc estimation stntcgics in computation and problem solving tbat invol\<e nambc:n that u~ the ones. tens
hundreds and thousands places (c)
Q Recognize when an estimate is reasonable (pic) (e.g .. closest inch) (c)
Q
Explore estimation strategies (p)
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4-Z

Use spati21 orgAiZlltioo (p)
Investigate and predic;t results of combining. sut>dividing. and changing sh~: (use pancm blocks. fo ld
dissed. tile. reamngc pans of501icb) (p)
0 Use geomecric ~pre.scntarions-<1umber line, panem blocks. unifu cubes {p): number grid (em)
Us_e Venn diagrams for -ung and classifying {p)
Q Organi.z.e space using real objects in multiple arrangements (p)
a Identify • roarion and ~ ~flection of an object (s)

a

paper.

a

S.O Data An• lysis, Sr.atinics, and Prob•bllity- Srudcnts know how to pose questions and collect, organize, represent and
interp~ daD in order to answer diose questions. They use methods of cxplora!ory daia analysis to develop and evaluate
inferences, predictions, and argumcni!S dial are b~ on dau. They understand and know how to apply die norions of
chance and probability.
S.J

Collect., record, organize, dispby . . d interpret numerical dalll on bar zrapbs, and otber rcpreeautions
(c:lplem)
lnterpm and make reasonable predictions using data from own gnph {p). tally ehans. and surveys (s)
Record numerical data in sys~m~atic ways keeping ~k of whalwbo has been counted (c:lcm)
Rcprc:sent die same daD set in more than one way (e.g.. chatts with tallies. illd bar gnplls) (clem)
Q Identify fC'alllrcs of dm set:s (range and mode) (ctem)
Q Ask and answer simple questions related 10 dm rcpn:sc:ntarions (c)
Order eventS by the likelihood of !heir occ:urrcncc (s)
0

a
a
a

6.0 Problem Solviac- StudcniS lcnow lhallhey Jearn basic skills and conceptS in order to use !hem to solve problems in an4
out ofsc:bool They solve routine md complex problems by dnwing from a ..ariel)' of strategies, including tec:hnology,
and demonstrare an au:itude of pcrsistctl,ce and reflection in their approach.
6.1

Make decisiou 1bout bow 10 scrap a problem (c)
0
Identify die pn:~blem and formulau: a possible solution (p)
Q Decide about the JPPtoach. mmrials and strategies to use (e)
0
Begin to dislinguisb relevant., from inelevant informadon {p)

6.:!

Apply • v•riety ofnratqics to solv~ problems (clp)
0
Orgmi.u information- bqin to elimina1e possibilities. guess and ehec:k,look for paaems, use a maaix. c:han
or table, classify lry aaribute, write a number sentence. look for key words (p)
Choose a focus. use tools such as technology. manipulatives, or skeu:hes to model problems (c). solve rela1ed
problems. divide pn:~blem into smaller pans (p)
0
Usc technology 10 solve math problems and 10 practice skills (p)

a

7.0 Math Processes; Rc::uooiog, Comtllunieation, sad Connections- StudentS use reasoning to develop. analyze. dnw
conclusions. and validate conjcaures and argumentS. As th.e y ~:!.Son. they rcc:ogni.z.e and multiple representations of the
same concept. They see the intc:tt:oMcctions among math ideas, as well as in other disciplines. They know bow 10 .
• communiute their math thinlcing c\O'UI)' and eohemnly to others, oruly, graphically. and in writing, usini precise
language and symbols.
7.1

Solve problems and justify reasoning
Defend the reasoning used and justify the procedure'S selected (c)
0
Malec precise calculations and,· :. the validity of the results from the context of the problem (c)
Q

7.2

Communicatr math thinking orally. graphically, and in writing (p)
0
Restate or summarize the problem
0 Explain math thinking using correct terminology (c!p)
:J Translate math symbols into wrinen English (p)
Cl Read and understand madl in wrinen form (text presentation. word. problems. peer solutions) (p)
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7.3

Understand mllltiple representatioDS or lbe same coocepl (p)
Begin 10 translate data from one representation 10 illlOthcr (table IO gnph) (p)
Recogniu the relationship between concrete models and mad! symbols (p)
a Write number smtencc::s venically and horizontally related 10 concrete n:presenwions (p)
Understand the relationship between basic mad! operations(+,-),(><,+) (plem)
Understand dw mad! skills can be applied in other situations illld cwriculiun areas (c:lp)

a

a
a
a
7.4

Note cooneclioa.s berweea oae problem and aaotber (c)
Begin 10 use specific examples 10 make a generalization (p)
Understand bow math skills~ used in Giber situations and curriculum ~as (p)

a
a

At Lcvel2, srudcnrs are apcacd 10 meet the foDowin& learning objectives in order 10 make procress toward achieving
Unifyiq Standard ~-0 by lbc aid of grade twelve:
3-1

Deliver aarntin p~atltiou: •
RecoUIU expericnccs and rdJ SIOrics (pic).
a Move through alogia! scqucna: of evcnrs (c).
a Describe story clan~ scainJ, and plot (c).

J.l

Deliver U.formarivc pn:scaaliota: • . .
Report OD I topic usia& I nricty of re:sowus(p/c).
Swe and my oa 1bc coplc (p).
a !Delude ar least Ill= bas or deWis (p).

a

a

a

••

3.3

Deliver rccitltioa.s 11d illlpromptl pract~a tioas (p):
Participate ill plays. cboraJ readiDg. readcn' lheazre, pann.c r reading.
a Tell funiliv experiences or n:tell stories imprompm.

a

• Core oral p•ueNDiion

